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JAMES ELLISON. P.J.  

FRANCIS H. TRIMBLE, JUDGES  

EWING C BLAND.  

 

Kansas City Court of Appeals 

WESTERN DISTRICT OF MISSOURI 

KANSAS CITY, MO. 

 

January 16, 1918. 

 

Mr. E. Y. Mitchell,  

Holland Building,  

Springfield, Mo. 

 

Dear Uncle:- 

 

I am in receipt of your letter of the 14th instant. In answer to your question whether "if 

Joe Shannon were employed he could guarantee to have these cases dismissed", I do 

not believe that there is anyone that you could employ who would guarantee any such 

results. I do not believe that Shannon would be the proper man to employ in the case. I 

do not believe that he would go to the extent of making it a personal matter with Judge 

Latshaw, and intercede for the boy. If you employed Shannon, he would probably have 

some other lawyer look after it and would not give it his personal attention. 

 

I do not believe that Mastin is a good man or notitied influence. While he was Senator 

Reed's former partner, it is well known that he has no connection with Reed now, and it 

is a question as to whether they quit under circumstances entirely harmonious. If any 

political influence would do any good in the case, the thing to do would be to employ 

some attorney who is close to Tom Pendergast and who would agree to have the latter 

go and see Judge Latshaw. Such an attorney would Be Mike Casey. 



 

I do not believe that it would do any good to take a change of venue to Judge 

Porterfield. He has a relative here in the person of Joseph Chick who defrauded a lot of 

people by forging real estate mortgages. Chick is being prosecuted in Judge Porterfield's 

court. While the latter is not attempting to sit on the case, there is an impression among 

some people that he is trying to get a favorable judge. Under the circumstances I think 

Judge Porterfield would Be very careful about paroling anyone on account of any political 

influence. He has enough burdens to carry already. 

 

I am unable to state what influence could Be Brought to tear on Hunt Moore. From my 

acquaintance with him I do not think that he is a man who can be influenced. If the boy is 

convicted, if it would help you any, I will talk to Moore and ask him what chances there 

would be for him to recommend a parole. 
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I have been making some more inquiries about the Hotel White. There seems to be a 

great difference of opinion among people as to the value of the property. Leo Ryan, who 

sells beds and mattresses to hotels and is a member of the Hotel Men's Association, 

says he does not think it is worth over $35,000, but I am sure that this is not a correct 

estimate. I do not believe, however, that I would pay over $100,000 for the place, Even 

Maloney, who told me several weeks ago that the hotel cost $90,000, is now in doubt as 

to whether it really cost that much. 

 

In my opinion, the hotel is probably worth $90,000 in a trade, and I would not hesitate 

to make a trade on such valuation. 

 

Yours truly, 

Ewing C. Bland 

 

[P.S. I understand it is very difficult to obtain a parol unless there is a plea of guilty. 

Gabriel has no political influence to amount to much.] 


